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Running towards the robot future

T

here has been a lot of talk about robots and the threat they potentially pose to mankind. One school of thought has them
taking over the world and replacing the need for humans to do many jobs. The other side of the debate views them as vital in
helping us all become more efficient.
Blade Runner 2049, where the idea of replicants (robots) that have broken the rules need to be eliminated is central, delivered one
particularly grim view of the not too distant future.
In a Blade Runner world, robots can only take their place in the workforce as long as they don’t start becoming human. To develop
emotions and start down a road to self-discovery means that it is time to be “retired”.
Meanwhile, in 2017 automation and artificial intelligence (AI) is
about reducing the time-wasting repetitive jobs that people often get
utomation and artificial
caught up in. It doesn’t need to pose a threat if pitched by the channel sympathetically. Recent research from both Aspect Software and
intelligence is about reducing
Ricoh Europe has revealed that the use of automation and AI can liberate workers from the mundane and give them a chance to add value.
the time wasting repetitive jobs
There is an educational role for partners to help firms get ready for
that people often get caught up
that shift, but it is not something that needs to be seen as a threat
to jobs. Supplementing a human with a system that can help them
in t doesn t need to pose
get into a position where they can add a personalised service more
quickly is something that most employees agree is a positive.
a threat if pitched by the
For now, the debate about robots and the good of mankind is being
channel sympathetically
played out by the boss of Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg, and Elon
Musk. It seems a long way from a chatbot in a call centre making it
easier for a customer to get through to someone that can deal with their problem. Currently, that’s where the channel can add the
value and where the arguments about AI are resting in the industry. Of course, it might all be different come 2049... n
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Simon Quicke, editor
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Accenture warns vendors over growing
disconnect with channel partners
Vendor lack of visibility into partner activities, a failure to meet customer expectations and a focus on recruiting too
many resellers are just some of the issues exposed by the management consulting company. Simon Quicke reports

A

lmost every conversation about channel recruitment
includes the phrase, “it’s not about the quantity, but the
quality”, as those developing their reseller networks try to
make sure they can maintain value.
It is an admirable ambition, but one that seems to be failing in
many cases, according to the latest B2B customer experience
2017 study from Accenture.
The firm talked to customers about business-to-business (B2B)
supply networks and found that customer experience was often
overlooked in the focus on developing a channel network.
“UK B2B leaders know that customer experience is the gateway to growth and have increasingly relied on channel partners
to help them deliver, but many have been flying blind. Distracted
by building extensive partner networks to increase selling opportunities, they’ve missed the critical balance of picking and managing partners that can leverage customer insight and use it to
deliver better experiences,” said Mark Gaylard, managing director
of advanced customer strategy at Accenture.

“To regain control, B2B leaders will orchestrate their sales ecosystem by seeing partners as an extension of their business and
empower them with customer insights, coaching and support.
Only then can they fully tap their connected growth potential,”
he added.

“UK B2B leaders know that
customer experience is the
gateway to growth”
Mark Gaylard, Accenture
The Accenture research also found that customers are usually more than halfway through the buying process before they
reach out to the channel, and around 90% never respond to
cold callers.
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There are also dangers if the channel fails to update its delivery to try to give customers a business-to-consumer (B2C)
experience. Users now want fast response time, availability 24/7
and a consistent experience across multiple channels. Just shy of
half of the B2B executives quizzed in the research admitted they
were not able to meet those demands. But the problems are not
all about what is happening at the coalface, with Accenture also
finding that there was a “channel partner disconnect”, with many
vendors failing to get insight into their reseller pipelines.

“B2B companies recognise that channel partner disconnect is
hindering their growth potential,” said Jason Angelos, managing
director of advanced customer strategy at Accenture.
“Companies with integrated partner lead generation and
coaching are 63% more likely to exceed their indirect channel
revenue goals. It’s not surprising that the majority of organisations are planning significant investments in enhancing digital
channels to improve ecosystem engagement over the next two
years,” he said. n

Three tips for improving the situation for collaborative working
Accenture suggests these points to try to make things better for
B2B companies hoping to work more effectively with the channel:

Five-minute interview
with Dave Sobel,
senior director of the
partner community for
SolarWinds MSP

Pivoting from partner management to ecosystem orchestration
Companies can regain control over customer experience by considering indirect partners as extensions of their own business and
critical enablers of customer value. Intentionally teaming with a
select network of partners and ensuring they are well supported
can significantly improve customer experience.

Channel comment:
Why it’s time to bury
hardware-based
security solutions

Supporting partner priorities
In an indirect channel ecosystem, understanding the needs and
preferences of customers must take priority. Delivering the best

customer experiences requires connected insights. Feedback
mechanisms and data sharing are essential to building trust and
understanding how to create new value for customers. Providing
partners with something they value – such as leads, resources,
customer events and sales coaching – will encourage continuous
customer information sharing.
Adopting a new currency for connected growth
Customer data management, analytics and social listening technologies can help companies deliver relevant and personalised
experiences. Investing in these technologies and integrating them
with core customer experience capabilities, such as closed-loop
feedback, is a solid way to measure performance.
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Channel is enjoying its best time for years
The main keynote session at the Canalys Channels Forum saw the analyst house’s CEO, Steve Brazier, bang
the drum for the indirect world, with more opportunities now available for the channel. Simon Quicke reports

T

here is still life in hardware – and now is the best time for
the channel, with the fourth quarter of 2017 set to be the
best across Western Europe for a decade.
Steve Brazier, CEO of Canalys, used his keynote address at the
analyst house’s annual shindig in Venice to sound a clarion call to
the channel.
“The channel partners are doing well and, perhaps more importantly, the European economy is looking better that it has done for
the past 10 years,” he said. “There are more opportunities for the
channel now than there have ever been.”
Over the first half of this year, distributors grew by 4-5% and
channel partners improved by 7% on average.

Embracing digital technology
At the Channels Forum event, Brazier spoke of the way vertical markets, from retail, transport, health and the public sector,
were all embracing digital technology and using the channel to
roll out those services.
The move towards edge computing was also driving a great
deal of growth and Brazier said he expected to see growth in

“micro clouds” as resellers provided services closer to user data
and applications.
There was also a mention for security, with that segment enjoying the strongest growth as a result of the increasing threats and
factors, such as the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), driving spending across Europe.

“There are more opportunities
for the channel now than
there have ever been”
Steve Brazier, Canalys
But Brazier’s speech included some words of warning for those
making a wholesale move towards becoming a predominantly
software and services business.
“This has been the year when the vendors have been preaching
digital transformation to you,” he said. “They are not only trying
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to talk to you about selling more stuff, they are also trying to
battle for your thought leadership in where you will take your
thoughts forwards.
“I am sure you have been told you need to change the way you
engage with customers and invest more in digital marketing and
retrain your sales force.”
The danger identified by Brazier was that listening to the vendors, which had their own agendas, could undermine partners’
future strategy.

“Whoever told you that
selling hardware was dead
is completely wrong”
Steve Brazier, Canalys
“A partner that is reselling infrastructure, PCs and software –
should they change?” he said. “Probably yes. Let your customers decide where you should go. Listening to customers is more
important than listening to analysts.”
Brazier’s other words of warning concerned the idea of making
changes that lead to abandoning hardware sales. Canalys predicts
hardware will still contribute more than 50% of revenues for 90%
of partners in 2020. “Whoever told you that selling hardware was
dead is completely wrong,” said Brazier. The PC is suddenly the
most profitable part of your business again.” n

Steve Brazier: “Listening to
customers is more important
than listening to analysts”

❯Late payments culture is affecting channel customers in settling up with suppliers
microscope.co.uk
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Diving into cloud
– a partner’s view
Martin Balaam, CEO of Pimberly and Jigsaw 24,
lists five things vendors should be doing to help
their partners make a successful transition
to a subscription-based sales model

H

aving a 100% recurring revenue stream is immensely
more valuable than one based on one-off, if repeatable,
sales. Ultimately, the end game is far better than what
you have now.
As a partner, I appreciate the pain points and difficulties there
can be in making the move to a cloud and subscription-based
revenue model, but I also see the opportunity.
We certainly identified this at Jigsaw 24 when Adobe began the
move to the cloud. As a reseller, we saw we had to fully get on
board with the direction of the vendor, otherwise we’d be just dipping our toe in but never truly taking the plunge. We decided to
take that plunge and never looked back.
We did what I would recommend to all partners serious about
keeping up with innovation, and staying in with the top vendors:
be with them on that journey and they will thank you.
But, although we’ve had success, it wasn’t without the unavoidable teething problems that come when you switch from perpetual licensing to cloud. Here are five key things vendors should be
doing to help their partners with the transition:

1. Introduce measurement criteria
With the new payment architecture, you switch from basing
success on revenue to how many users (or seats) you have
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acquired. Getting everyone in the organisation on board with
this key difference is essential.

2. Start the education process as soon as possible
All stakeholders need to get on board with selling software as
a service, but they will want to know why it’s all happening and
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“Vendors should raise
incentives so a partner’s
sales team will be rewarded
for the number of seats they
get on board – getting them
to buy into the new approach
to measurement and driving
sales in the process”
Martin Balaam, Pimberly and Jigsaw 24
what the effect will be. Vendors need to explain the impact to
everyone involved, and be honest about it – it’s not an easy journey, but take assurance from the fact that, if it were, everyone
would be doing it.

3. Introduce incentives
To try to minimise the bottom line impact for partners, vendors
may be able to absorb some of this pain by setting rewards
accordingly. Raise incentives so a partner’s sales team will be
rewarded for the number of seats they get on board – getting
them to buy into the new approach to measurement and driving
sales in the process.

4. Drop the dead wood
Vendors need to decide whether they are going to allow the
product to be sold under both regimes (perpetual and cloud) in
the future. Many vendors will choose to go down the perpetual
plus a little bit of cloud route, but will never manage to truly get
away from perpetual licensing. If you are bold and want to drop
perpetual altogether, get rid of the dead wood when it comes to
partners. When people aren’t on board, they will only hold you
back from the direction you want to go in.

5. Make the transition swift
Once you have decided to make the move, the quicker you can
make the transition and the better it will be for everyone. That
said, the importance of the education process can’t be understated. If you want a good example of making sure the right
planning and communication has been done before you start
moving everything over, you only have to look at what Adobe
did. As a partner that decided to get on board with Adobe, I can
tell you that the vendor really hit the nail on the head when it
came to planning and transitioning. n
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I never said the
channel is dying
Don’t shoot the messenger – turn the criticism
on those who like to spout the message that the
channel has no future, says Simon Quicke

I

have never said the channel is dying – if it did, then I would
lose my job. Not only would that be financially quite inconvenient, but it would be upsetting because this is a part of
the industry I’ve been covering for more than two decades and
happen to believe plays a vital role in helping customers get to
grips with technology.
But as an industry observer, I have to report on what experts
are saying, and the question over the future of the channel has
been a recurring one over the past two decades.
There have been stories in the channel press about the channel coming under pressure from cloud, competition such as
Amazon, and the danger of failing to keep up with the general
move towards increasing managed services. But these stories
are based around claims made by others.
Step forward analysts predicting the demise of the channel,
vendors bemoaning the lack of ambition by some partners to
change their business model, and mavericks taking a pop at
the industry for the sake of getting some publicity.

Don’t blame the press
So granting the wish of the president and CEO of Canalys,
Steve Brazier, to avoid writing those types of articles is going
to be somewhat out of my control.
He used his keynote at Canalys Channels Forum to make
some comments about the role of the channel press. “I would
like to appeal for [the journalists] to stop writing articles about
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‘Does the channel have a future?’. You have been writing these
articles for 20 years, and always been wrong. The channel continues to grow and prosper,” he said.
Those stories have not been generated by the journalists
themselves. I don’t sit in a dark room dreaming up those sorts
of pieces. When I was studying the fine art of news writing, the
lessons were strict about the role the hack plays in the pro-

Sadly, it is very topical to

blame the press for the world’s
ills. The other side of the

Atlantic has started to go down
a very dark path where “truth”
is a matter of opinion and facts
have become something to be
debated and abused
cess. “No one wants to hear what you think,” said my tutor. “If
there’s been a fire, they want to hear from the fire chief, not
you.” The pronoun “I” was banned, to the extent that using it
so frequently in this piece is quite uncomfortable.

Sadly, it is very topical to blame the press for the world’s ills.
The other side of the Atlantic has started to go down a very
dark path where “truth” is a matter of opinion and facts have
become something to be debated and abused, with those who
try to navigate a path through the spin and write about events
seen as targets.

Live long and prosper
Over the years, many people have questioned the future of
the channel. The message about laying off that lazy myth
needs to be addressed to them. I agree that it has become irritating to have people undermine an industry that is enjoying
its strongest spell since things went wrong in 2008. But those
naysayers and doom-mongers are the problem, not people
like me.
It would serve me no pleasure to see the channel decline. It
feels as if, for the first time in decades, the arguments about
direct versus indirect are diminishing, and vendor after vendor
wants to stand up and talk about their channel partners and
ambitions to grow the revenue that comes through them.
I want the channel to grow and prosper. I believe it is the
best route to market and will be long after I have put down
my pen and shuffled off to other places. It will change, adapt
to different economic models and technologies, but it will be
there and the channel press will be doing its best to cover
those developments. What we can’t control is if somebody
stands up at a conference or uses a press briefing to look for
scandal by proclaiming the channel is dying. n
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Moving to

the cloud

Billy MacInnes looks at how the
channel can help customers
embrace cloud technology
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artners have a strong role to play in helping customers transition to the cloud, and the margins can be
good. But they’re taking their time.
VMware UK channel boss Alanzo Blackstock
recently admitted the company would like partners to help
speed up the journey to cloud. But moving to a cloud and
subscription-based revenue model is not easy. What can vendors and distributors do to help partners – and what can partners do to help themselves?
Alex Hilton, CEO of the Cloud Industry Forum (CIF), describes
the IT channel’s relationship with cloud computing as “complicated”. There are tremendous opportunities for channel organisations that have adapted their business models to make a
success of cloud, but they have to make the move first. Recent
research from CIF found 99% of channel businesses recognised
the potential benefits of cloud, but only 65% were offering cloud
services, which is an increase of just 4% since 2010. It also
found that those that did offer cloud derived only a relatively
small proportion of their revenues from the delivery model.
“We would have expected these figures to be much higher,”
Hilton says. “But the research clearly showed many were facing operational and skills barriers that were preventing them
from being able to offer cloud services.”
Hilton also makes the point that selling IT as a service is fundamentally different to selling products. It requires resellers to
redefine processes, service-level agreements (SLAs), contractual terms, remuneration, sales skills, income, profitability and
cash flow.

HOME
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Nevertheless, Hilton believes partners are in a
unique position in the cloud supply chain to advise
users on the most appropriate infrastructures for
different applications and aggregate disparate
cloud technologies. But vendors need to step up
too and take a greater role in educating and supporting resellers through the entire sales cycle.

Channel must play leading role

❯Some enterprises rush
to public cloud for greater
efficiency and lower costs,
but those perks don’t
always come easy.

Christian Curtis, director for next-generation technologies and
strategy at Azlan UK, acknowledges that many partners are still
concerned about the obstacles they need to overcome to sell
cloud services. He says moving from a traditional IT delivery
model to cloud-based services represents a significant cultural
change for many and raises questions such as the availability of
in-house skills to sell, support and invoice cloud services.
“However, rather than usurping the channel, cloud has amplified the importance of partners and their relationship as longterm trusted advisors to customers. A knowledgeable and
educated channel is essential to vendors, distributors and customers alike in helping each entity to realise their cloud plans,”
he adds.
To make things easier, Curtis suggests that vendors and distributors play a major role in educating and supporting partners
throughout the entire sales cycle, including at a practical level
such as invoicing and finance. “Partners can speed up the move
to cloud by adopting an ‘enhance and protect strategy’, which
means enhancing services to customers on an ongoing basis

while protecting existing relationships with a regular reason for contact. Offering cloud services
isn’t as difficult as may first appear with support
from vendors and distribution,” he says.

Educating partners on cloud

Chris Hill, director of cloud and business development at Barracuda, lists a number of key areas that
vendors need to focus on to help partners move their customers
to the cloud. “Vendors have a responsibility to educate partners
in the areas most affected by the move to cloud. This includes
traffic regulation, connectivity and management, as well as security, as most traditional firewalls are not cloud-ready,” he says.
This is especially true in a world where businesses are adding
more locations and software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications
at an incredible rate, as well as adopting public cloud platforms
such as Azure and Amazon Web Services (AWS), he adds.
Vendors also need to ensure that partners know how to provide access to the cloud from all locations, according to Hill, to
safely move workloads in the cloud and to control costs in this
area. “Once partners understand this paradigm shift, they will
be able to create solutions that fit the requirements of organisations with confidence,” he says.
When it comes to pricing, vendors need to use platforms
that offer flexible cloud pricing models, such as metered billing
and pay as you go. This allows partners to give users a choice
over how they would like to pay for their service and align better with cloud consumption models. “This needs to be used in
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conjunction with training for partners around how best to price
products and services,” says Hill.
He believes partners should investigate the area of cloud
managed services offerings, because it will allow them to guide
larger projects and become a trusted advisor, while enabling
the customer to save costs in more areas than hardware. “By
approaching customers with a solution mindset as opposed
to selling a point product, partners can configure a model that
allows customers to easily and confidently expand their footprint as their needs grow and, in turn, increase the business for
the partner,” says Hill.
He agrees with Curtis that vendors need to take the time to
train technical and pre-sales staff on cloud-ready solutions.
“This will dramatically improve partners’ revenue, as there
remains a skills gap in the industry, particularly around cloud,”
he says. “Being able to run proof of concepts and help customers adopt cloud services will elevate partners from simply being
a hardware supplier.”

FANDIJKI/GETTY

Editor’s comment

Consider the business plan

While that may be true, but Brian Murray, head of service development at IT services supplier ECS, points out that vendors
often focus on technical training, but partners need business
education to talk to customers about the benefits of cloud and
provide comparative assessments. “Vendors need to recognise
that partners will deliver the most value when they are supported well,” he says. “This has little to do with technical design
or implementation but involves strategic business assessment,

Partners with vendor support are more likely to find value in the cloud
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proof of concept, operating model review, building the business
case and forming the migration roadmap.”
Murray notes that moving to the cloud is a requirements-driven
situation, whereas vendors are more focused on technology and
solutions. “By engaging with partners in a trusted advisor role,
customers can ensure their strategy is clear, and that there is a
sound business case and a roadmap to maximise value,” he says.
He adds that partners need to be aware that any cloud programme cannot happen in isolation, but has to consider the customer’s broader environment or portfolio. “A trusted partner has
an independent view of the bigger picture,” he says.

A tailored approach

Neil Whitelock, director for cloud and systems integrator alliances at Avaya, warns that customers making the move to
cloud want partners to understand their business, provide local
customer support and have knowledge of exactly which staged
applications will best improve their operational performance.
“Not only does a tailored service need to suit the individual
needs of each business, the solution must also be built seamlessly into the business growth plan,” he says.
Whitelock warns that partners and vendors need to understand that a one-size-fits-all approach does not work for cloud
migrations, can lead to restricted performance and costly repercussions further down the line. “Making the transformation from
on-site services to the cloud is not simply a binary switch, and
vendors must be able to provide a hybrid deployment to underpin their customers’ journey to the cloud,” he adds.

Whitelock believes vendors can help partners by collaborating on a well-defined strategy that pinpoints the exact requirements of a customer and users, not just in the present but for
the future.

Simplify processes to embrace cloud

Alex Raistrick, director of Western Europe at Rubrik, says partners need to build up their cloud skills and knowledge to stay
aligned with their customers’ need for help and advice when
transitioning to cloud. “These skills will include the ability to
manage data in the cloud, orchestrate the movement of data
and help customers to protect that data,” he says. “The channel
will develop these skills with the help of modern vendors.”
As for vendors, they need to help partners understand how
to make the change from appliance sale to cloud and shared
services models. “It’s very much in the interest of vendors to
ensure that their partners are fully enabled,” Raistrick adds.
From a distribution point of view, Mark Charleton, CEO at
Blue Solutions, argues that most of the value distributors can
add is in choosing to work with vendors that have made real
efforts to simplify the management of cloud services, so that
the perceived upheaval of moving to them is offset. He gives the
example of Trend Micro. “It has worked really hard to develop
and improve centralised consoles that put critical cloud processes like license management under a single pane of glass
that’s easy to use and keeps admin overheads down,” he says.
Craig Joseph, chief operating officer at intY, says the onus
is on vendors and distributors to make it as easy as possible
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for their partners to move to a cloud and subscription-based
revenue model. This is because it offers a number of long-term
business benefits, including generating stable revenue streams
and developing productive relationships with customers.
But resellers and partners need to have a convincing proposition to accelerate the transition to the cloud and persuade
customers that now is the time to embrace cloud technology.
They need to offer the full spectrum of cloud services that users
need to successfully manage their IT estate in the cloud, including security, data backup and storage, and application development. “Distributors must ensure that they are delivering a full
range of services to their partners if they are to help them grow

their business and encourage their customers to move to the
cloud,” says Joseph.
The tools that distributors and vendors provide to resellers
can play a crucial role in helping partners make the transition.
While the move to cloud technology has prompted partners and
resellers to adopt subscription-based business models, it has
not been an easy transition for them. “It is critical for distributors
to develop tools and platforms, such as online sales portals, to
help partners and resellers transition smoothly to a cloud-based
revenue business, track their sales and revenue from the products they’re selling, as well as provide the products quickly and
efficiently to their customers,” says Joseph. n
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Partners need to have a convincing
proposition to accelerate the transition to
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Selling services

around storage

FRANK BOSTON/FOTOLIA

MicroScope gathered together
a group of vendor representatives to
discuss how DevOps and flash demand a
different approach to storage sales

I

n the second part of our coverage of the MicroScope storage roundtable, the discussion turns to DevOps and
flash, and we find out how vendors are helping their
channel partners.

Some of the biggest increases in secondary

storage are from those investing in hybrid cloud
or DevOps. It seems to be more about managing
data than just backup and recovery. Is that
happening in the market?
NIGEL TOZER: For Commvault, almost every deal involves
cloud these days. In the secondary storage market, there are
still a lot of organisations that want to keep operations and data
on-premise, but even so, a large number that choose to stay onpremise will also replicate the data in the cloud for off-site purposes. We also see a lot of organisations choosing to back up
directly to the cloud. With fast networking technologies and the
ability to recover directly in the cloud, it makes perfect sense.
Cloud-only customers always use the cloud for secondary storage, of course.
JERRY RIJNBEEK: We’re certainly moving forward. What’s
changing is that when we see the history of backup and recovery, customers used to simply want a copy of their data – that’s
it. Now, with people thinking about hybrid cloud models, or even
switching to full public cloud models, data needs a lot more than
just a copy. You want to analyse it, you want to secure it, you want
to do audit trailing, forecasting – those kinds of things. So it’s not
just a copy of the data any more, data needs to be transportable.
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Maybe I’m in AWS [Amazon Web Services] now, but I might
want to move to [Microsoft] Azure tomorrow. So, they’re looking
for a secondary storage/backup recovery platform that does all of
that – transportability, forecasting, access control.
EZAT DAYEH: I agree, as we’re seeing exactly the same thing.
There’s also a lot of drive around simplicity – people and businesses want to simplify the big processes and the management of
data, while also reducing costs. Not many people know this, but

backup and recovery can cost more than your primary storage.
So when you add up all of the costs associated with it, it comes
as shock to a lot of customers. Things like DevOps as well, and
archiving, being able to migrate to the cloud and migrate around
different clouds.
We are aiming to help our customers with these issues. We
simplify secondary storage as well as consolidate it. The more
you can consolidate it and use backup and recovery to drive use
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Moving to the cloud
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cases for other parts of the business, you’ll have a win-win situation. Legacy backup and recovery, for example, is just an insurance policy. It’s something very costly that sits there in the corner,
doing pretty much nothing but copying data. Thankfully, organisations are starting to ask the right questions, such as, ‘Why can’t
I put this data to use?’ The more you can consolidate, the better
it’s going to be for customers, and that’s why they’re showing a lot
of interest here.
JAMES HALL: If you think about what’s happening in the primary storage market – the move to all-flash – the reason people
are moving to all-flash is not because of performance, because
you get that anyway. They’re doing it because it’s large-scale consolidation. Lots of hybrid arrays, lots of space, lots of power, lots of
cooling – in a much smaller footprint. This means the risk domain
gets much bigger, so the old method of taking a day or three to
back up and get it back is not acceptable when I have that many
things in one bucket. You have to rethink the backup strategy
because the eggs are in a much smaller basket.
And the other thing is why design a superfast infrastructure to
consolidate if you are not going to change everything else around
it? It doesn’t make any sense to do that. So the onslaught of flash
is great for environmental reasons and everything else. And it’s
dragging the entire datacentre architecture with it. We end up
consolidating everything and everyone’s driver is ‘smaller is better’. The smaller it is, the bigger the risk domain. You need a way
to monitor it, you need a way to back up and recover it quickly,
and you need a way to make sure that if you are going into public
cloud, you can move it around.

Jerry Rijnbeek, Rubrik: “Data needs a lot more than just a copy.
You want to analyse it, secure it, to do audit trailing, forecasting
– all of those things. So it’s not just a copy of the data any more,
data needs to be transportable”
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CHRIS JAMES: We’re seeing an interesting thing with monitoring – what we call the ‘noisy neighbour’ issue. In modern shared
infrastructures you get an application that decides to kick off
some batch run or backup run, but it’s sharing the same infrastructure with a Tier 0 app and it’s dragging that down. The typical application performance tools can’t see what’s going on in
the infrastructure – they just know application performance is
dying, but are not sure why or where. When you had one massive
infrastructure, that wasn’t a problem. Now you are getting more
shared infrastructures, it’s becoming a daily issue.
EZAT DAYEH: We are seeing some of the primary storage vendors develop quality of service policies, and being able to encapsulate those types of workloads, but it’s not perfect. There is still
more work to be done here. It’s something that you can also try
to control at the hypervisor layer. Somebody has made that move,
but it doesn’t necessarily have the functionality.
JERRY RIJNBEEK: What’s really interesting to see is how many
customers are actually going green field, even those with sensitive environments such as governments or hospitals. Thankfully,
most customers are smart enough to say, ‘Instead of trying to
convert our old infrastructure, we’ve actually got to go new, green
field and fully virtualised, fully orchestrated, hyper-converged,
and we’re going to think about portals, processes and workflows
instead of servers.’
EZAT DAYEH: I’ve seen people talking about it and you see it
most deployed with service providers, for example. It’s a clear,
great use for that type of environment. The challenge in customer environments is that if you automate everything and you

give the application owner the ability to do everything, you kind
of just talk yourself out of a job.
JAMES HALL: For an automated or orchestrated environment
to work, it needs a shepherd. So the person who was the storage expert doesn’t necessarily lose their job, they end up doing
something else because orchestrated systems need someone
constantly making sure the workflows work.
The other problem we get is if you get to build an orchestrated
environment, you have to get past the silos, and it’s not just an
issue in large organisations but even in smaller organisations –
there’s every flavour of Linux and every flavour of this and that,
and it is really hard. The automate and orchestrate is good, but it
doesn’t mean someone is going to lose their job because that still
needs to be managed.
BOB PLUMRIDGE: On the management of those sites, surely,
what we are seeing is that individuals are able to manage so much
more. They might lose their job, but they might be managing an
infrastructure five times as big.
JAMES HALL: A hyper-converged infrastructure is great – everything is in a single package, and that’s really nice. But if you walk
into a Tier 1 bank or service provider and there is a Unix town or
Windows town, and the networking town, the storage town, who
runs that? So then you just get into a whole set of new challenges.
NIGEL TOZER: Due to the accelerated shift towards cloud, we
have introduced a cloud-specific training course to help operations teams for exactly this reason. They are often traditional IT
folks, who now all of sudden are being asked to manage and facilitate the transition to the cloud.
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JAMES HALL: Traditional SAN [storage area networks] and
NAS [network-attached storage] will never die. They are definitely shrinking and every organisation I’ve seen in Europe says
it wants to shrink that, but there are certain things that will stay
there. ERP [enterprise resource planning], CRM [customer relationship management] – things that run the business will never
transition out of there, and that will be a very small percentage of
the written data.

There are lots of choices for the channel to
present to customers, and they seem to be
increasing. Does that make it harder for partners?

ANDY CORCORAN: The channel in the UK is fairly mature, and
I think we can be really confident that they still focus on what
the problem is rather than just saying hyper-converged is the
answer. I think they will always continue to do that, which is
why we agree that primary storage around traditional NAS and
SAN can’t disappear. It will be those new workloads that drive
the move towards the new generation of storage architectures,
whether that be software-defined datacentres or anything else.
I’m confident that channel partners will keep close enough to
their customers to make sure the requirements fit.
JAMES HALL: We need a sensible partner to say, ‘Yes, it’s really
good in the right use case, but what are you trying to achieve?’
Because, in my view, most customers will end up, depending on
their size, with a little bit of traditional and a lot of something else.
At that point, their monitoring tools and automations, all those
things, become important.

We spent years moving from distributed storage and silos into
centralised, and we’re almost saying we’ll probably end up with a
bit both again. We need the partners to be able to articulate why
both products or both technologies are needed and how they help
customers manage their silos effectively, and then how we make
those portable. Because one platform is very different and talks in
a different language to the other, portability then, and being able

“Individuals might
lose their job, but they
might be managing an
infrastructure five
times as big”
Bob Plumridge, SNIA
to analyse across platforms or being able to take it from both platforms and send it to the cloud, becomes really important.
EZAT DAYEH: It’s the same when you look at the cloud. You
need to decide what you are going to use it for. You want to know
what technology is the best fit and solves your issues, as an
organisation. For me, the cloud is like a hotel, where you can go
and stay, have access to all the available services, and you don’t
have to do anything yourself but pay. But the reality is, we don’t
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live in hotels, we all live in our own homes – for me, that’s the
equivalent of on-premise. It’s all about where it fits and what’s the
correct use case to implement a certain solution.

Have you seen some people checking out of

that hotel and choosing to take data back
on-premise after having been in the cloud?
EZAT DAYEH: It usually happens when somebody in the boardroom says, ‘I heard a lot about this cloud stuff. It sounds really
good. Let’s do it.’ Making the move because it’s fashionable,
without studying the needs of the organisation and looking for
solutions and technologies that serve it best, is far from ideal.
It’s not a utopia for everything, but marketing around the cloud
is so good, it makes it look like the perfect solution for all organisations. That’s how businesses end up wanting to repatriate
from the cloud.
JERRY RIJNBEEK: But if you look at hyper-convergence, at least
in the past two years I have seen customers that are over 95%
hyper-converged, including hospitals with their patient management systems. So although a large-scale bank still may have many
legacy applications, even they are starting to migrate away from
them. But from a general partner’s perspective, many customers
are going 100% hyper-converged successfully.
ANDY CORCORAN: I think people recognise it’s not necessarily
new either, and it’s not the first iteration we’ve seen – the idea that
we want to deliver a utility-type service in the datacentre. We’ve
got better capabilities, we’ve got better tools, we’ve got better
infrastructure to be able to provide that. And I think what’s also

happening is some of the vendors are providing very easy ways to
consume the hyper-converged industry these days.
JAMES HALL: I think budget cycles have to run together unless
there’s a specific use case you can find in that organisation – VDI
[virtual desktop infrastructure] or something – that would drive
the requirement for more storage or more compute and therefore makes sense to have that in a single container. If you’re just

Ezat Dayeh, Cohesity:
“Cloud is not a utopia, but
the marketing is so good, it
makes it look like the perfect
solution for all organisations”
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replacing your storage to do that, and go and buy some hyperconverged infrastructure and compute which you don’t necessarily need, I think that is probably the thing that’s holding the hyperconverged onslaught back a bit.
For a lot of people the storage asset will run for five years and a
server asset runs for about two, maybe three, so they’re slightly
out of sync. When they’re in sync, there’s an opportunity to do
a hyper-converged infrastructure replacement; where they’re not
quite, then you have to build up the right kind of TCO [total cost of
ownership] and business case to really wipe both out at the same
time – or find that specific use case to get it on the floor so that
the service is there.
BOB PLUMRIDGE: The other thing that’s driving demand is
most customers are seeing their storage lifecycle shorten and I
think that’s worrying them more than the server products because
of the total disruption of having to migrate multiple petabytes of
data from platforms every two years.
JERRY RIJNBEEK: I’ve seen that happen a couple of times over
the past 12 months, where a customer’s board of directors are
pushing software vendors, saying if you don’t support our new virtualised or hyper-converged platform and stick with your physical
requirements, then you might be out. So it works in both directions.
NICHOLAS MAIGNE: On the flash perspective, it is for specific use cases, and more often than not it is all-flash because the
hyper-converged concept is about bringing the data closer to the
compute, and flash is the best way to do it. A couple of years ago
it was a mid-market thing, but now it is going to the enterprises,
in those greenfield projects and specific use cases.

JERRY RIJNBEEK: I think it’s changing too. I see a lot of large
enterprise customers going fully hyper-converged, including
VDI, CRM and patient management systems. For channel partners there are a massive number of customers that are just ready
to go. That’s why they want a simple platform because instead
of managing five or six potential different vendors and products
to run an infrastructure, switching to maybe one or two, and
building efficient self-service portals on top of that, simplifies
the infrastructure.
EZAT DAYEH: With analytics we’re seeing that’s one of the
drivers. It’s always better to have the data locally rather than have
to drag it over the network. So, the more you can do - all in one
consolidated system - the better.
CHRIS JAMES: It’s quite interesting to see the clash that you’re
getting from modern IT. You’re talking about millisecond [ms],
microsecond [µm], application response across the infrastructure and then you look at the accounts department that’s signing this off and they’ve got a software budget, a hardware budget
and maybe a storage budget and a services budget – where does
application-centric infrastructure performance monitoring fit in?
JERRY RIJNBEEK: We see a lot of partners skilling up. They’re
retraining their consultants and their sales organisations to be
able to interconnect the hardware with their workflows and service management portal, and so on.
JAMES HALL: In general, there’s a huge opportunity for vendors and partners. There’s a huge service opportunity for skilled
coders to say we have five or six APIs [application programming interfaces], we’ll tie this together for you and that’s three
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months’ worth – boom, they’re in, they’re done. If you look at a
backup as a service, replication as a service, etc. The second
large Wipro or an HCL, when they’re taking on a contract and
is that a lot of resellers are switching to the DevOps part by
they look at all the gaps in the process, they’re thinking these
retraining their engineers to do that, and the final one is to focus
100 engineers to fix that gap and they just fix it. From the seron GDPR. You see almost every single channel partner going in
vice’s point of view, for us or for anyone or for our partners, it is
one of these directions, and some go in all three.
a massive opportunity. In the world
we’re moving into, of composabilCan you still make money
lot
of
partners
see
the
ity, there’s a huge opportunity.
selling storage hardware?
JERRY RIJNBEEK: For the engiCORCORAN: There are
advantage of providing a message ANDY
neers we hire, it’s a mandatory skill,
still some extremely large reseller
and our field engineers have to be
partners in the UK that make lot of
to their customers around
able to do that.
money from hardware, and long may
transformational storage
it continue. But there is a general
Is the channel able to
level of understanding that the marwhatever
sort
of
workload
they
talk about DevOps?
ket is moving on at a dramatic pace
ANDY CORCORAN: I think they
and they need to keep pace with their
might be referring to
want to do the same level of concustomers. There aren’t too many
A
ndy
C
orcoran
,
D
ell
sulting around it that they would
that are locked into the idea that they
want for the GDPR [General Data
are just going to do hardware.
Protection Regulation] conversation. A lot of partners see the
MATHIAS GROBET: There is a need for transformation and
advantage of providing a message to their customers around
education in the channel. Today’s vendors and partners need
transformational storage, whatever sort of workload they might
to answer to business challenges and should be able to discuss
be referring to.
business-specific pain points at C-level. Whether it is with HR,
JERRY RIJNBEEK: The traditional reseller often comes from
DevOps, production or finance, the approach must change and
a world where they were integrating four or five different platcompetencies with it.
forms into one, which were the very profitable projects for them.
ANDY CORCORAN: Some traditional hardware partners are
They’re now going in three directions. One is that they are offerseeing a 20-25% decline year-over-year in their results, so you can
ing ‘as-a-service’ models: DR [disaster recovery] as a service,
see that those traditionally labelled as hardware need to change.
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Where is flash? Is it being widely

embraced by partners and customers?
NICHOLAS MAIGNE: There is a global flash shortage right now,
so the industry has invested in new technologies to increase
densities and lower costs, but that’s kind of provoked a surge in
demand. So, we are not quite in a normal cost decline curve right
now – pricing is not decreasing, because demand is exploding,
notably in the enterprise storage segments. There are older segments in the industry that are seeing this growth as well, and it’s
interesting – you talk a lot about all-flash arrays, but we actually
see faster growth in not only hyper-converged, but everything
around server-side storage and PCIe NVMe flash. The growth
there for flash is very strong.
DAN CHESTER: The journey to that future state of the all-flash
datacentre has been like the journey to the cloud. There’s a clear
desire from a technology perspective, and in some cases from a
business perspective, to go all-in and have the performance that
flash offers for all workloads, but I think things will settle in the middle ground. It will be about what workloads work best on a performance tier, which will end up on flash, and which are better suited
to a capacity object storage tier. The economics will be a tipping
point for picking off more workload for flash as the economics of
Nand and future flash technologies improve. But there are fundamental challenges around the economics of building Nand factory
capacity, whereas you’ve got disk drive vendors with a mature technology pushing ever higher drive capacities. Disk will be around for
the capacity tier for a long time to come. Just as tape continues to
be around – despite many predictions, it still isn’t dead.

NICHOLAS MAIGNE: The way to look at it is to understand that
there are technology evolutions in flash that will change the economics and potentially make flash viable for backup and secondary storage. Now, the caveat is that the flash industry production
capacity cannot today replace the entire HDD [hard disk drive]
production capacity. SSD [solid-state drive] “bits” shipping this
year represent about 10% of the total storage industry “bits” – so
there is 90% room to grow for the industry. The industry needs to
invest in flash production capacity.

Nicholas Maigne,
Micron: “There is a
global flash shortage,
so the industry has
invested in new
technologies to
increase densities
and lower costs,
but that’s provoked
a surge in demand”
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CHRIS JAMES: I’ve just got one caveat here that we see a lot of:
how efficient the customer is today, and then working out what
that flash isn’t suitable for everyone, though there’s a general view
it looks like from a flash perspective over five years and taking
that it is the panacea and it will cure everything. I’ll give you an
that business case to the back to the customer because it’s betexample. There was a very large financial services company that
ter to start flash without having to reduce the data because then
went out to three flash vendors and said, ‘This is our application
anything the customer gains is a benefit and that’s always good.
workload. You come up with your recommendation and we’ll test
Flash is not right for every workload. The precept is ‘all-flash is
it in the lab.’ They had benchmarked their application on spinning
magic’ – it’s absolutely not.
disk and it ran at around 4ms response. Two suppliers came in
at under 2ms, and one at 70ms –
Do you feel your channel
one supplier was way slower. It was
partners are in the best
lash isn t suitable for
just the way the finance company’s
position to face current
operating system was set up that
market challenges?
everyone
though
there
s
a
wasn’t compatible with that supANDY CORCORAN: As vendors,
plier’s flash, and that’s with the sup- general view that it is the panacea we still have to spend more time
plier giving its optimum system.
encouraging resellers to invest in
and it will cure everything
JAMES HALL: The last four or five
skills and to be able to have a conTier 1 organisations that released
versation focused on the problem.
Chris James, Virtual Instruments
orders I’ve been involved with have
So, making access to the certificabeen driven by TCO, not perfortion and that kind of stuff is still a
mance – it’s all space, power and cooling. For the size of those
really important aspect of the programme we offer partners.
estates, and the numbers they were talking about, you didn’t
The second thing we would do, that I see as being quite new, is
even need to reduce the data. It’s still worked out over five years
the consumption models we provide through financing for the
in cost savings to go from what they had to all-flash. But it has
partners to take advance for their users. That is a very exciting
to be the right delta, and in a city like London where the cost of
part of the portfolio going forward because we are able to say
cooling is astronomically high.
to a partner, ‘You don’t have to adopt any of the risks in deploySome of the smarter partners are going to customers and having some of the solutions. With the finance we can provide, you
ing the TCO conversation – they get engaged in understanding
can take a sort of module position that you want to take a good
the landscape, understanding whether it’s oversubscribed and
chunk of the revenue for the first year and then we will decrease
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that payment that you operate with that customer and we won’t
charge the user a note from capex [capital expenditure] to get
on with the technology.’ And then say that if it turns out by the
end of the year that it wasn’t the right thing for the user, then we
can deploy something that will fit. That’s something I haven’t
seen available before, and it probably gets it closer to the idea of
the true utility model that is available. So we’re seeing an awful
lot of interest in that – in that Cloud Flex solution we launched
couple of months ago. So I think the channel has seen that as a
huge help in being able to move in, particularly for the hyperconverged solutions that we were talking about.
MATHIAS GROBET: We work with some of the largest IT brands
and help their partners transform. The partners must rethink their
business models and make the transformation required to survive
the next three to five years – how to become that trusted advisor.
It’s about business model design and how you can transition for
the next three or five years and rethink your model and become
that trusted advisor, because that’s what users are looking for.
NICHOLAS MAIGNE: So we are in the process of deploying an
enterprise channel programme in Europe, starting in the UK, then
France and Germany. It’s really centred around helping the channel create value around some of those new platforms, including
hyper-convergence.
JERRY RIJNBEEK: At Rubrik, we are lucky to have been born
three years ago, in an era where convergence, cloud, DevOps and
ransomware were already on the agenda. We are challenging
channel partners by saying, ‘This is going to happen, so go on this
journey with us.’ We are guaranteeing a 100% business model

through partners. In our first three months of existence in EMEA,
we were doing partner web-based training and hiring channel
managers. We have been completely focused on the channel and
finding partners that want to take that next step.
EZAT DAYEH: We are relatively young and we are opening up
a part of the market that is new to a lot of our partners, so it’s all
about education and training and marketing. While they are new
to hyper-converged secondary storage solutions being deployed,
we’ll help them as much as possible, through joint marketing programmes, until they get up to speed and can carry on without
our guidance. Also, for those partners who are looking to broaden
their horizons and do that as-a-service piece, we have dedicated
service provider programmes as well. That’s something they
always want to hear about, and going to a customer it can help
tie up quite nicely if they want to do DR as a service, for example.
JAMES HALL: It’s about enablement and accreditation.
Providing not just product information, but solutions that they
can take to a customer that address a relevant use case. Creating
financial mechanisms that enable partners to be creative themselves and take less risks themselves, and improving how internal
processes work to make it easier to deal with HPE, so we’re going
for a big programme at the back end. We want to provide one
system that does everything. There’s a long way to go, but from a
partner perspective it makes us a little faster and more reactive,
and gets us into a much more proactive state. That’s the focus for
the channel, as well as recruiting new partners. We want to move
as much business as we can into the channel because partners
deliver value and they can get to our customers.
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DAN CHESTER: So we, too, understand channel focus, and we
not really interested in looking at the technology, it’s interested in
help our partners in a number of ways. First and foremost, we have
how an application is running. So they need to be reporting back
had a conversation around hybrid, so for customers that are on a
up to the business. If the channel can focus on the entire infracloud journey, whether that’s driven from the top down, we enastructure performance and that message, then they will succeed.
ble our partners to go in and have a conversation around hybrid.
NIGEL TOZER: Commvault has a very mature channel proEspecially around TCO, we provide tools and training on how to
gramme, with different levels and options to support many
have that conversation and we also work with some of our parttypes of partner, from traditional resellers, through to serners who want to become service providers in their own right.
vice providers and GSIs. We have mid-market products that
We have the ability to help service
are easy enough to set up, so
providers or resellers become serthey don’t need any help from
vice providers. We’ve seen that in
Commvault, but for more complex
e have the ability to help
a number of cases, people bringing
enterprise needs we have a certifiservice providers or resellers
out their own sets of services that
cation programme for partners to
they can then resell.
provide services, or they can resell
become
service
providers
And we also offer consumptionCommvault professional serbased finance in that service provices, plus our education services.
Dan Chester, Cloudian
vider model. We can also offer conRenewals are passed through partsumption pricing. And then finally
ners, and our partners can even
enablements and accreditation as well, so we help our partners
provide first-line support, so it’s really an end-to-end story.
hold those conversations around the whole range of business
BOB PLUMRIDGE: So from us, as I said from the beginning,
and commercial issues and technical issues that affect their
vendor-neutral education and vendor-neutral certification. It’s
customers’ buying decisions and help them hold those conversomething we have supplied for 15 years or so now, but increasing
sations credibly.
also the ability for people to get involved in standards developCHRIS JAMES: We have just set up a new reseller portal and are
ment. We are finding more and more of these partners want to be
actively looking for boutique channel partners to work with across
involved with these standards and the development of this stuff. n
the whole EMEA region, if not the whole world. The channel needs
to be looking at the entire infrastructure from an application-cenThe first part of this roundtable was featured in the October ezine, which is available to
tric point of view as well. The business is looking down, and it’s
download here. The panel discussed the effect of cloud and GDPR on data management.
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FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW

Hi Dave, tell us what you do for a living.

I’m senior director of the partner community for
SolarWinds MSP.

Why are you the right person for this job?

I owned my own managed service provider business for a
decade, so I understand our customers’ problems and solution
providers’ business models.

What gets you up in the morning?

I’m driven each day to make solution providers better. I love
helping others, growing businesses and working with technology – my role lets me do all of this.

Who helped you get to where you are today?

Dave Sobel
SolarWinds MSP
MicroScope puts its questions to Dave Sobel, senior
director of the partner community for SolarWinds MSP

Picking just one is tough. I believe that your true worth is
measured in how much more you give in value than receive in
payment – I’ve been lucky to have mentors along the way who
felt similarly. There’s one person without whose support and
patience I wouldn’t be able to do any of the things I do, and
that’s my wife Sharon.

What is the best or worst business advice
you have received and from whom?

The advice I always remember comes from Dan Wensley, who
was my boss and is still a channel leader. He said my job was to
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know more and different people than he did. So I try to keep my
contact list current, diverse and different.

What temptation can you not resist?

What advice would you give to
someone starting out today in IT?

What is the best book you’ve ever read?

Focus on solving problems. Technology changes fast, but delivering good customer service and solving complex problems for
customers makes you dependable and reliable.

Is it possible to get through

an industry conversation
without mentioning ‘digital
transformation’?
Absolutely. Digital transformation
is just another way of looking at
the constant evolution of business,
and this isn’t new.

What does the next five years
hold for the channel?

Trying new food and drink.

Choosing one is really hard, but Ready Player One combines
my love of pop culture, gaming and music.

And the worst film you’ve ever seen?

“Digital transformation is
just another way of looking
at the constant evolution of
business, and this isn’t new”
Dave Sobel, SolarWinds MSP

I’m bullish on the channel, because the fundamental
that businesses need help implementing technology is
constant. We’ve moved from product to services to
managed services, and the consulting being delivered will
continue to evolve. More and more devices are smart and
connected, meaning we’ll need tools that bring intelligence
and data insights.

eXistenZ. It should be right
up my alley, but it was so bad
I couldn’t take it.

What goal do you have

to achieve before you
die, and why?
To have an awful lot of fun. To
have as many cool experiences
as possible is the goal.

What was your
first car and how does it compare with what
you drive now?
My sister’s old pickup truck. It was missing a headlight and
the floor had rusted out, but it did give me freedom.
Who would you least like to be stuck in a
lift with? Why, what did they do?

I generally like people, so no one…unless they have bad BO.
❯Click here to read more five-minute interviews online
microscope.co.uk
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If you could be any animal for a day,
what would you be and why?

A dolphin. I love to travel, and being able to
explore underwater would be incredible.

Tell us something most people
don’t know about you

“I didn’t drink alcohol until I was
21. I made a bet with my father that
I wouldn’t drink until then – and the
stakes were a car. I won the bet”
Dave Sobel, SolarWinds MSP

I didn’t drink alcohol until I was 21. I made a bet with
my father that I wouldn’t drink until then – and the
stakes were a car. I won the bet.

If you were facing awesome peril and impossible odds,

which real or fictional person would you most want on
your side and why?
Indiana Jones. He solves problems with innovative
solutions, such as shooting the sword-wielding bad guy.
It’s not the years, it’s the mileage.

And finally, a grizzly bear and a silverback gorilla are
getting ready for a no-holds-barred rumble. Who is
your money on and why?
Grizzly bears are (North) American bad-asses. They
live in warm and cold climates, are good in all different
kinds of terrain, have claws and teeth, and could take
down any silverback. n
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Time to bury hardware-based security solutions
Paul German, CEO, VoipSec
It is time for organisations to bury dedicated hardware-based
security solutions.
Recent years have seen a fundamental transformation in IT
strategy, with networks being more agile and quickly deployed
and applications now deliverable quickly, in any location and
scaled to meet an organisation’s requirements.
From virtualised hardware to network function virtualisation
(NFV) and software-defined networking (SDN), the hardware
and network infrastructure has become decoupled from the application, and the application itself is increasingly located anywhere
across the cloud.
And, this decoupled approach demands a different approach to
security; it can no longer be defined by network controls because
those networks are virtual, disparate and remote. When organisations access applications via an internet address, the physical
location is increasingly unknown. Security, therefore, needs to be
elastic and flexible.

The hardware based, dedicated session border controller (SBC)
does not fit into this model. As an approach to securing the VoIP
network, it is fundamentally flawed on many levels.

“When organisations access

applications via an internet address,
the physical location is increasingly
unknown. Security, therefore,

needs to be elastic and flexible”
Paul German, VoipSec
First, it constrains an organisation’s virtualisation strategy. How
can a company quickly spin up new cloud-based voice applications, for example? As organisations look to gain the cost, agility

❯Send your letters and comments to squicke@techtarget.com
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and scalability offered by hardware and network virtualisation,
the hardware SBC is clearly a problem.
Perhaps the most concerning issue is that this approach is
flawed from a pure security perspective. Hardware SBCs are con-

“A combination of routine product
updates and shared intelligence
ensures an attack on a single
organisation can quickly be
transformed into a patch or update
that protects every business”
Paul German, VoipSec
sidered both one-off investments and one-off deployments. As
every security best practice model will attest, with a constantly

changing threat landscape, failure to undertake routine updates
will leave the organisation vulnerable.
To be effective, security solutions must reflect the emerging risk
and the current deployment trend. A software-only model that
is continually updated to mitigate the evolving threat landscape
is essential. Software-based SBCs, either on-premise or in the
cloud, also explore community-led intelligence about threats and
risk experiences to rapidly disseminate new threat information
and best practice.
This combination of routine product updates with shared intelligence ensures an attack on a single organisation can be quickly
transformed into a patch or update that protects every business
from the new risk.
Despite the widespread adoption of VoIP, the vast majority
of SBC vendors are simply failing to respond and still advise an
implement-once model. They fail to update customers on the
evolving threat landscape, and they cannot support the agile,
decoupled infrastructures now required.
It begs the question – just what is the value of the hardwarebased session border controller? n
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